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ABSTRACT 
The notion of strongly expandable spaces is introduced and 

studied to answer the following question : Is there any topological 

property other than normality coupled with Lindelofness which 

strengthens paracompactness to strong paracompactness? Strong 

expandability is independent of normality coupled with Lindelof'ness. The 

above question is answered in the affirmative by proving that strong 

expandability strengthens paracompactness (respectively, 0-refinability, 

metacompactness) to Rtrong paracompactness. In fa<;l: strongly 

paracompact Rpnces :ne decomposed into strongly expnndable and 

paracompact (respectively, 0-refinnble, metacompaet) SJH\ces. Also, 

strongly x
11
-expandnble spaces are introduced and it is shown that the 

notion of strong x
0
-expandability is equivalent to that of strong countable 

paracompactness. Various inclusion relations are obtained and several 

countC)r examples are given which demonstrate the invalidity of a number 

of plausible conjectures concerning strongly expandable spaces. 

Introduction: In 1948 Morita [12] introduced the notion of star

finite property. A topological space Xis said to have the star-finite property 

if every open covering of Xhas a star-finite open refinement. Begle[l] 

studied these spaces under the name S-spaces and Hu [3] called them 

hypocompact spaces. Since every hypocompact space is paracompact, 

hypocompact spaces were also called strongly paracompact spaces. Also, 
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a topological spat:(' Xis said to be strongly count.ably p:1rnc<l1t1p:1ct, 1l'<!Very 

countablu OJW ll coV(!l'llg of X lias a star-fi ni tc opun rdi Ill '!lit' 11L 'l'lw clnsc; 

of strongly p:1 rnc:om pact spaces con ta ins the class of com pad spaces and 

is contairwd in t.!1<· cl;ii-:s ol' paracompnd spaces as well as in t.li(' c:l:1ss of 

stnmgly cou n t.:ddy p:1 rncom pact spaces. The class of strongly countably 

paracompnct. ~:p:tct!:·: is c:ont.aincd in the class of countably par:1corn pact 

spaces. In nor111:i I :q 1:w<·s Lile notions of strong countable para com pact1wi-:s. 

countablP par:1<'<l111p;1cL1H•ss and countable mctacompact.rwss :1r<! 

equivalent. 'f'ht!I'<! :ti'<' <'Xamplcs of paracompact spaces which are not 

strongly p<1rnco111p:wt ! I :L l•:xamplc V-G]. In fact even metri11able spaces 

need not be 8trongly pa r:1corn p:1d. llowev(~r, t!vm·y separable metric space 

is strongly par:1cornp:1d. l1:v(•ry st.ro11gly co1111Lnbly pnracompact Lindcliif 

space is strongly pnrncotnp:tcL. 'l'hcrcf'oru, i11 a normal Lindeli>fspace the 

notion of countablf' p:trm:omp11c!.1H.'HH and lwm:e that ofparacompactness 

is equivalent to the notion of' Hl.rong paracompactness. But it is not known, 

whether there is any other topoligcal property which strengthens 

paracompactness to strong paracompactness. Renee the following question 

arises: 

(*) Is there any topological property other than normality coupled 

with Lindelofness which strengthens paracompactness to strong " 

paracom pactness ? 

In the present paper we answer the above posed question(*) in 

the affirmative by introducing the concept of strongly expandable spaces. 

The notion of strong expandability property is independent of normality 

coupled with LiJl(fo]iifness. The whole paper is divi<kd into two sect.ions. 

In sect.ion l pn•liminary definil.iollH and rc;;u]t;; needed for this pape1· are 

given. In section 2 the no!.iot1H of 8Lrongly expnnrlnble and -strongly x
0

-

expandable spacuH me introduced and the above posed question Ck) is 

answered in the affirmative by proving that in strongly expandable spaces 

the notion of paracompactness is equivalent to that of strong 

paracompactness. Moreover, the strong expandability property strengthens 

8-refinability and hence metacompactness to strong paracompactness. In 

fact strongly paracompact spaces are decomposed into strongly expandable 

and paracompact (respectively, metacompact, 0-refinable) spaces. Various 

inclusion relations are obtained and several counter examples are given 

which demonstrate the invalidity of a number of plausible conjectures 
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concerning strongly exp;111dable spaces. Lastly, l.lw n·lntio11:-: of :-:Lrongly 

expandable spaces with other topologicnl sp:lC<'s :tr(: ~Htmm;1ril'.l'd in a 

implication diagram. 

l. Preliminary Definitions and Results. 

1.1 Definitions 11 a1. J\ col b·.tion J\ of snbscLs of a topological S[H\('.(~ xi:-: 

:-:aid to be star-finil.e if l':tch nwmbcr of A intersects atrnost finitdy many 

members of A /\ col lcction ;\of :-:ubsets of a topological space Xis said to 

be a-star-finite if iL is ;1 count.:1hle union of star-finite collections. 

1.2 Theormn [51. /\ nonn:d sp:icc is strongly countably paracompnct ifX 

is countably 1rnraco111 pnct.. 

1.3 Definition[l4J. J\ topological space Xis said Lo ht: strongly 

m-paracompact. where 111. is H n in fin it.e can I in;t\, if <·rn:h op1• n covcri ng of 

X of order a tmost 111 has ; 1 st.;i l'·· fi 11 it.<: opi· n r<'fi t ll: llH: 11 L 

1.4 Theorem [14]. Nonnnl space X iH :;trnngly 111-paracompact iff Xis 

strongly counably parncompact nnrl every open cover of X of power atmost 

in has a a-star-finite open refinement. 

The above theorem remains true when "strongly m-paracompact" 

is replaced by srongly paracompact." and "every open cover of X of power 

atmost m" is replaced by "every open cover of X'. 

, l.5 Theorem [13]. Every regular Lindelof space is strongly paracompact. 

l.6 Theorem[?]. A topological space Xis expandable iff for each locally 

finite collection F of (Closed) subsets of X, there exists a locally finite open 

cover Uof X such that \~ach member of U intersccts aLmost finitely many 

members ol'F. 

The above theorem rcrnni1rn Lnw wlH~tl "cxpnndnbln" if' replaced 

by Xo -cxp:mdablc" a nci "locally finite collection Ji'" is rep laced by "locally 

finite countable collection /i'". 
l. 7 'l'heor<m1 [15]. 1 1~vcry expandable scrcenable space is paracompact. 

l.8 Theorem [9]. A topological space Xis x0-expandable iff Xis countably 

paracompact. 

1.9 Theorem [16]. A topological space Xis almost Xe-expandable iff Xis 

countably metacompact. 

2. Strongly Expandable Space 

2.1 Definition. A topological space Xis said to be strongly expandable 

(respectively, strongly x
0
-expandable) if for each locally finite collection F 

= (F<x : ar.ft:-J of subsets of X (respectively, with [A] :S: Xo), there exists a st<:ir 
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filint open COV<'l' lf or X such thaL each lllCllliWI' of'(] j 111.<'l"H(:ci,H :ti.Ill OS!. 

finitely many nH:mlwrs ofF. 

2.2 Note. Obviously every strongly expandable sp:1<:<: iH strongly x
0

• 

expandablt: hut tl1t• converse is not true. '!'he Michael'H modification of 

Bing's Hpact: I 11 I ic; strnngly x
0
-expandahlc Hpacc which is not strongly 

expandable In tlH· definitions 2.1 ahoV<: the collection F of Huhscct.:;; ofX 

may be La ken as n col lt:dion of closed subsets of X. 

2.3 Theormn. I•: very count.;\}ily compact space is strongly expandable. 

Proof. Ohvio1tH in vit:w of the fact that in a countable compact space 

every locally rinif.t· colb:Lion orHuhscts is finite. 

The convcrn<: or nbov(: theorem is not true. Following is an example 

of a strongly expandahl<: sp;1c(: which iN not countably compact: 

2.4 Example. A Rt.rongly expnndalilc Hpace which is not countably compact. 

LetJNbe the set of all natural numbers with the discrete topology. 

LetX-= ll{/Ni :ic/N} be the count.able Cartesian product of copies of!N with 

the Tychonoff product topology 1:. Then (X, 1:) is strongly expandable but it 

is not countably compact. 

2.5 Theorem. Every strongly paracompact space is strongly expandable. 

Proof. Let Xbe a strongly paracompact space. Let F ={Fa: af.A} be a 

locally finite collection of closed subsets of X. Let r ={y c A : y is f1:nite} . 

For each yff, define VY =Xu {Fa: a<1:.y} Then V= {VY: ycr} is an open cover 

of X such that each member of V intersects atmost finitely many mcm lwrs 

of F. Since Xis strongly paracompact,therefore, V has a star-finite open 

refinement, say W. Then Wis a star-finite open cover of X such that each 

member of W i ntersccts atmost finitely many membern of F. Hence X iH 

strongly expandable. 

The convcrnc of nbovv theon•rn iH not true. Even a strongly 

expandable spaco need not. b(1 pnracompact .. Following is an example of a 

strongly expandable SJHlce which is not paracompact: 

2.6 Example. A strongly expandable space which is not paracompact. 

Let n be the first uncountable ordinal and let X = [O, n] with the 

usual order topology. Then Xis strongly expandable space which is not 

paracompact and hence also not strongly paracompact. 

The example 2.6 above together with the following example shows 

that the notion of strong expandability is independent of that of 

paracompaetness. 
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2.7 Exa1nple. A parrn.:ompact space which is not. strongly exparHLlblc. 

Let J\ he an uncountable index set. Ld /", mA lw copic:-; of' Llw unit 

int<~rval [O, 11- In thr·i1· union Uu,.11 /., ,Wt! identify all zcro8 to get a Ht:lt'· 

slrnpccl set 8 (A). Tlw 11 we dul'ine the distanct! between two point:r--: of 8 (1\) 

by p (p,q) = p-q if'p,qt:l,, : tnd p (J!,q) = p+q if pd", qd11 where (X;t:[~. Then 8(1\) 

is a metric spacr! with metric p. Consider the metric topology i:(p) on S(J\). 

Then (S(A), i:(p) is a par;1<:ompact space which is not strongly expandable. 

Since every paracomprn:t. sp:tcc is expandable, therefore, this is also an 

example of an cxpnndahlc sp:1cc,which is not strongly expandable. 

2.8 Theorem. 

i) !<~very strongly cxpnndahlc space is expandable. 

ii) Every Hl.rongly x11 -cxp:111dabk 8pacc is x0-cxpandahk. 

Proof. Obvious in vir~w of t.lworcrn I .<i and Uiu fact that every 8tar-finite 

open cover of a topological 8pace Xis alHo locally finite open cover of X. 

'l'he converse of theorem 2.8 (i) above i8 not true (cf. Example 2.7). 

Also, the converse of theorem 2.8 (ii) above is not true because of the facts 

that Xu-expandability is equivalent to countable paracompactness 

(cf.Theorem 2.9 below) and that it is well known that a countably 

paracompact space need not be strongly countably paracompact. 

2.9 Theorem. A topological space Xis strongly Xu-expandable iff Xis 

strongly countably paracompuet. 

Proof. Let Xbe a strongly Xu-expandable space. Let R ={lli: i== 1,2 ... / be 

a countable open cover of)(. Since Xis strongly X0-expandahle, therefore, 

by Theorem 2.8 (ii) a bow X iH x0-cxpandablc and hence by theorem 1.8,X is 

countably paracomµact. 'l'hcrcfore, Llwrc l:Xi8ts n locnlly finit.c countable 

open cover G { oi: j:::/,2 .. ./ of x H\lCli Lhnt G,c: /(for each i. Then there 

exists a star-finite open cover U ~c{U0 :m:A./ ofX 8Uch !.hat each member 

of U intersects atmo8t finitely many members of G. Then clearly V = 
{U,/1Gi: o.rA, i=l,2 .. .) is a star-finite open refinement of R. Hence Xis 

strongly countably paracompact. 

Conversely suppose that X is strongly countably paracompact. Then 

proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, by taking \Al .:o;-x
0
it is easy to 

prove that Xis strongly -xo-expandable. 

2.10 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a normal space X 
a) Xis strongly -xo-expandable. 

b) Xis -xo-expandable. 
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c) Xisnlnwst.x
0
-cxpanclablc. 

d) ){is counL:1hly metac:ompact. 

e) )( ir·l countnbly p:1racornpnct. 

I) X ic: strongly count.ably pan1cornpact. 

Proof. Obviom: 111 view of''l'heorcms 1.2, 1.9 and 2.9 above. 

Now lwfi>n' giving t.he t.heorc~m which is the crux ofthiH p;ipc~r we 

give tJw (i>llowi111>, t.wo C\X:tmplcs which dcmonstrntc that. t.he not.ion of 

strong exp:111dnbilily ic: independent of that of normality coupled with 

LindelCif1wHH. 

2.11Exampl<~.A11t.ron1',ly <·xp:rndnhlc\ sp;icc which is neither normal nor 

Lindeliif. 

The long line/, is ('()11.'·ll:l'llcl.Cd from the ordi11nl space /0, n; (where 

Q is the first uncountahl<• ordinal) by phcing between each ordinal a. and 

its successor cx + l a copy oft.he unit integrnl!O,l[. [,is then linearly 

ordered, and we give it the order topology. To the long line L we add a 

point p. Open sets of Lu{p) are the open sets of L together with those 

generated by the following neighbourhood ofp: Ui/p) = {p)u{i....fl =
0
]a.,cx+ l[} 

(where I::::;~ ::::;n ). U11 (p) is then a right hand ray less the ordinal points. 

We consider p to be the greatest element of w{p}. Then lJ.J{p} is a strongly 

expandable space which is neither normal nor LindelCif. 

2.12 Example. A normal LindelOf space which is not strongly expandable 

Let R be the set of all real numbers. For each reR, define S, = {xell: x > 
r). '!'hen B=:{S,: rE R} is a base for some topology say 'L, on R. The topology 

'L is known as right order topology on R Then (R, 'L) is normal Lindeliif 

space which is not countably paracompact nnd hnnce it is not strongly 

expandable. 

2.13 Theor<~m. A t.opolngica I spacP X iH Htrongly paracompact iff Xis 

strongly expandable and parncompact. 

Proof. Only one implication needs proof. Let Xbe a strongly expandable 

paracompact space. Let Ube an open cover of X. Since Xis paracompact, 

therefore, Uhas a locally finite open refinement, say V= {Va: a£A}. Since 

Xis strongly expandable and Vis locally finite, therefore, there exists a 

star-finite open cover W = {W
0

: oct,,} of X such that each member of W 

intersects atmost finitely members of V. Define G {W[' V": 0£/',,, a.eA}. 

Then clearly G is a star-finite open refinement of U. Hence Xis strongly 

paracompact. 
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2.14 Corollary. A topological space Xis strongly p:irncomp:ict iff X iHO

refinablo (respectively, !lH'Lacompad) and HLrongly <~xpandablc. 

2.15 Corollary. t•:v('l'y Ht.rongly expandable subp:iracompacL f1p:1n· is 

Ht.rongly paracompad.. 

2. I() Theorem. l•:vNy strongly expandable scrcenahle space is strongly 

p:1racompacL. 

Proof. LetX he a st.rnngly expandable screenahle space. Then by Theorem 

2.8(i), Xis an exp:111dnhi<' scrncnable space and hence by Theorem 1.7, X 
is p:l!'acomp:1d. 'l'lwrf'forc, by Theorem 2.1:3, Xis strongly paracompact. 

2.17 Theorem. A nonn:d :limos!: )4
1
-oxpandable scroonablc space is strongly 

paracompacL. 

Proof. Let Xbe a nonnal :d1110Ht. x
0
-vxpandahle scn~<'nable space. Let 

lf:::::{lf": mA} be an open COV('I' o/ X. Si11C(' Xis sct'(•c1rnh!P, U1crefore, Uhas 

a a-disjoint open refinement, say V :cu'"';, 1 Vi ,where Vi= {Vo:,i : acAJ for 

each i. Since each V; is a pairwise ch::1joiut. open collection, therefore, each 

Vi is a o-star-finite collection of open subsets of X. 'I'herefore Vis a 0-star

finite open refinement of U. Now since Xis normal and almost x
0

-

expandable, therefore, by theorem 2.10, Xis normal strongly countably 

paracom pact space and hence by Theorem 1.4 Xis strongly paracompact. 

2.18 Corollary. A normal almost expandable (respectively, expandable) 

screenable space is strongly paracompact. 

Like the class of strongly expandable spaces the clmm of /3d

expnndable Hpaces [G] nlHo lies between the classes of countably compact 

and exprrnd<'lble 1'paceR, hut in the following example we show that these 

two concepts are diff(Jrent: 

2.19 Example. A strongly expandable iipace which is not /kl-expandable. 

F'or each positive integer n we define the corn pact subspace Q" of 

E" by Ct= {(x
1
, xr.,x): O:S x, :S 1 In for i=l,2, ... ,n} and we define X to be 

tho discrete union of the topological spaces Q" for n=J,2 ... The space X 
clearly has a countable basis, Therefore, Xis second countable and hence 

Lindelof. Also a complete metric can be introduced into X which assigns 

the usual Euclidean distance between two points of the same Q" and the 

distance 1 to any two points of two distinct subspaces Q". Since X is 

separable metric space, therefore, Xis strongly paracompact and hence X 
is strongly expandable. Wenner [18, Example 3.1] has proved that Xis 

not boundedly paracompact. Hence X cannot be Ed-expandable, becam;e 
' 
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of the fact that a H<l-cxpan<labk parncompact Np:ice iN l>oundudly 

paracompact. 

Now f'rorn the above results together with otlrn1· k11ow11 l'c,sult.H, 

we have the following implication cliagr:un: 

Co/11,pact ~ strongly paraconipacl.'::!..:; pa1·aco111pacl 

J.'.P n ir 
Countably '::::..:; strongly expandable '::::..:; expandable 

c:ompacl 

Stro11,gly x
0
-cx1m11,rl11.ble tr:~'.'Xj)<1//,( I< 1,h le 

Strongly countably '::::..) conn/.11.bly paracompact 

Paraco1nac/, 
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